Dynamical Frequency Assignment of WSN Based on Cloud Computing Technology
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Abstract

As the rapid development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), the demands of frequency rose sharply, thereby how to deal with the frequency assignment of WSN is a difficult problem. A dynamical and real-time frequency assignment system is proposed, which was based on the network architecture of Internet of Things by the means of Cloud Computing technique. The system assigned the frequency dynamically and real-timely that it can improve the frequency utilization rate. This system is an efficient path to face the frequency needs of WSN.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a wireless autonomous monitoring network system composed by multiple tiny sensor nodes with communication and limited computing capability distributed in the monitoring region. The demands of frequency for WSN will be great. How to achieve rational planning and distribution of frequency in the limited electromagnetic space, and how to solve the problem of shortage in frequency resources for WSN, that has a key influence on the development of future WSN[1].

The limitation of traditional static assignment of frequency is that the average utilization of frequency is very low. According to the data from Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the utilization of frequency that has been allocated is only 15%[2].So many countries strengthen the dynamic frequency assignment technology research to improve the utilization of frequency. For example, the U.S. newt Generation communications program (XG) propose a frequency management that “strategy - behavior - Agreement” mutual separation and independent of the three; Trinity College Dublin, Ireland made a living model of spectrum management system; Cognitive radio (CR) use dynamic frequency assignment techniques such as "frequency pooling system", "opportunistic access" to improve the frequency utilization. However, the studying of dynamic frequency assignment for WSN is still scarce. References [3] proposed frequency switching
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methods for WSN nodes to achieve frequency dynamic using in a small range. But it is difficult to achieve Dynamic assignment of a large number of frequency for Large-scale WSN in a wide range.

The paper proposed a dynamical frequency assignment method for WSN based on cloud computing technology. The method assigns frequency dynamically by considering the frequency needs of WSN, and the characteristics of wide range or large-scale WSN, using Cloud resource managing, distributed frequency database management, frequency analysis and decision support technologies. So this paper may provide a new way to meet the frequency demand for WSN.

2. Dynamical Frequency Assignment for WSN

To meet the huge frequency demand for WSN, Dynamic Spectrum Management (DSM) is one of the important solutions. In the authorized frequency band for WSN, According to the "spectrum holes " that spectrum formed in the frequency domain, geographical domain and time domain three-dimensional space and the communication quality of service (QoS) of terminal nodes, DSM provide the available non-fixed frequencies for users. In order to describe the process of dynamic frequency assignment clearly, the functional model is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. DSM information function model](image)

1) **Acquiring information of Spectrum sensing:**

Mainly depends on WSN nodes with spectrum sensing capabilities, Continued detecting the authorized frequency bands and surrounding electromagnetic environment in the frequency domain, geographical domain and time domain three-dimensional space to learn the using of frequency; using the way of multi-nodes association detecting to improve the reliability of spectrum detecting.

2) **Information Processing:**

Mainly including spectral analysis and spectrum decision based cloud computing technology; cognizing spectrum and switching frequency according detected information and QoS such as data rate, error rate, delay limits, transmission mode and bandwidth etc.

3) **Achieving reconfiguration:**

The terminal nodes automatically change their own frequency parameters according reconfiguration requirements. This requires nodes the reconfiguration ability in addition to the cognizing spectrum ability.
these nodes can adjust their own working parameters such as frequency, modulation mode, transmission power and communication technology without any hardware changing. This feature can be realized by software radio.

In XG systems, terminal equipment determine their own frequency by spectrum strategy analysis[4-5]. This is not applicable to wide range WSN because the wide range WSN have too many nodes that has no enough computing power for frequency assignment. In addition, WSN nodes often move in a wide range that these nodes must updating their own frequency when beyonding a certain range while the updating is difficult. So, establishing a dynamic frequency assignment system for WSN which can deal with all those spectrum analysis and decision may be a way. But this way face many problems such as processing large amounts of information, high real-time requirements and mass information storage etc. Existing centralized distribution system can’t solve all these problems.

3. Dynamical Frequency Assignment System of WSN Based on Cloud Computing Technology

3.1. System structure

In the processing of dynamic frequency assignment for WSN, by the coordinated operation of cloud computing platform with powerful computing capabilities and those sensor nodes with sensing capabilities, dynamical frequency assignment system based on cloud computing can be established, the structure is shown in Fig. 2.

In the processing of dynamic frequency assignment for WSN, by the coordinated operation of cloud computing platform with powerful computing capabilities and those sensor nodes with sensing capabilities,
Dynamical frequency assignment system based on cloud computing can be established, the structure is shown in Fig. 2. The cloud computing platform is data processing center of dynamic frequency assignment for WSN which including some core components such as data service bus, distributed data storage system, resource management strategy and the distributed decision support systems (DDSS) etc. The cloud computing platform integrates DDSS, distributed data storage system, resource management strategy by the distributed data service bus forming a efficient and reliable dynamic frequency assignment system for WSN.

Dynamical frequency assignment system based on cloud computing for WSN integrated transmission and exchange with spectrum data and frequency distribution information by applying Distributed Memory, Distributed Computing, Virtualization Technology and dynamic load balancing. The system has powerful data processing and spectrum analysis capabilities by dynamical managing virtual underlying hardware. Meanwhile the system also has a unified management and monitoring interface so we can monitor real-timely the frequency assignment and system running.

3.2. Data Service Bus

The data service bus is established on the base of communications network of wireless sensor network in dynamical frequency assignment system of WSN, which is in charge of transmission a large number of frequency information perceived by the node, reset information sent from cloud platform to the node, and, internal transactional communication in the cloud platform. A fixed point to point wired or wireless communication interface is held in the different regions of the data service bus respectively, with facilitating information exchange frequency between base stations and distribution systems. The results analyzed by cloud computing platform are transmitted from the service bus to the base station, what guides distributed detection sensor nodes to complete behavior of distributed detection and switching task of node frequency through the multiple independent, flexible control channel. Meanwhile, in order to satisfy the real-time requirements of frequency information transported, data service bus should support reliable ultra-low latency transmission in large scale nodes, and have highly efficient message ordering, synchronization, state migration, and fault tolerance, prevent failure of single points.

3.3. cloud resource scheduling configuration

Cloud computing virtualization technology is applied to integrate and call the abstracted base station hardware resource by the layer of resource scheduling configuration. Firstly, by use of cloud computing virtualization technology, number of physical resources in the bottom of distribution system (including hardware resources outside the base station) are abstracted virtual resources the same function and interface as physical resources. Then the resources are virtualized into n slots, and according to CPU type, operating system, memory size and so on, a resource pool is formed by the resources grouped. Finally, Multi-level resource pools are obtained. One of which is used to be manage and apply of virtual resource as cloud server, When there being a large number of spectrum sensing and frequency analysis tasks which will be divided into several parts. According to various parts of the virtual computing resources, it decides to perform each task of computing devices, and integrates the final results back to the node. According to virtualization of physical resources and dynamic assignment of computational load to complete the decomposition and distribution of sensory data, and achieve the integration of computing resources and distribution according to need.

3.4. Real-time data memory

In order to carry on the wireless sensor network's frequency data analysis and decision-making, in the WSN Dynamical frequency assignment system's real-time information database should be composed of many sub-databases, as shown in Table 1:
In the WSN dynamic frequency assignment system's work process, massive real-time dynamic updating data is managed by the distributional storage technology of the cloud computing, i.e. the information resources are stored and dispatched through the computer clusters’ way. By integrating the interdependent storage nodes such as base stations, the distributional storage system can effectively solve the problems deriving from the running process of dispatching system, e.g. gathered cognition information, massive real-time data and the storage and the process of cumulative massive data generated in the business procedures. The distributional file systems in the distributional storage system, e.g. GFS, HDFS, S3, can support the coexistence of Master and Slave in one or more databases, which can (1) dramatically improve the response speed and storage volume in the dispatching system, and (2) enhances the real-time features in frequency assignment by running the computation at the mission computation nodes, which can reduce the distance between computation running nodes and the data storage nodes and then reduce the data transmission time in the computing.

3.5. Distributional policy-making support

The complexity of frequency analysis, the real-time features of frequency assignment and massive frequency requirement of terminal nodes imposes very heavy duty to the WSN dynamic frequency assignment system. Distributional decision support system is the core of the whole distribution system. It provides the capability of processing, analyzing, computing massive real-time frequency data which can effectively support the running of the assignment system. It receives computation instructions from resource assignment layer, and by integrating computation resources, addresses the problems of massive computation in the assignment process of supporting system with both distributed computation and parallel computation approaches. The integrated computation engine makes gives powerful processing capability to assignment system, which can rapidly analyze and make decisions based on the spectrum cognition information received from terminals and transform it into reset information to massive frequency terminals.

The distributional decision-making support module is constituted by computation engines and strategy engines. The strategy engines consist of electromagnetic environment field, terminal node field, spectrum operation field, user field, etc. The frequency analysis mainly includes path LOS, error bit rate of radio link, time delay of link layer, interference, holding time of Channel, data analysis for channel capacity and so on. Based on the result of frequency analysis, the QoS demand of terminal nodes and decision-making principles, the frequency decision-making mode can carry out EMC analysis, boundary coordinated analysis, optimized computation, and finally transmit the reset information including Transmitter power, modulation pattern, carrier frequency, dynamirange, antenna direction, expansion type and code. The whole process of spectrum analysis and frequency assignment is one process which could distinguish the electromagnetic environment change and self-adapt, as shown in Fig. 3.

Table 1. WSN dynamical frequency assignment system's database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database name</th>
<th>Data type and content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency database</td>
<td>Authorization frequency range, Protection frequency, Frequency assignment situation, Frequency service condition and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal node database</td>
<td>Transmission data rate of the node, acceptable error rate, Time delay limit, Transmission mode, Bandwidth, Antenna model, Software radio module performance and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base station database</td>
<td>Base station’s position, Server model, Network and working condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic environment database</td>
<td>Significant radiantl, Environment noise level, spectrum sensation result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography database</td>
<td>Geography terrain feature, Latitude and longitude, Node distribution and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience database</td>
<td>Includes the Former, Empirical data, Knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the process of WSN dynamic frequency assignment, the assignment strategy in the frequency policy engine should make some real-time dynamic changes along with the variation of electromagnetic environment, communication mode, system parameter, network structure or node in the wireless sensor network. Spectrum assignment strategy is no longer a predetermined, fixed, but should have certain cognitive learning function, can change adaptively with the changes of time, space and frequency as well, thus can realize “strategy change agilely” finally. Using the SOAP protocol based on XML, as well as the knowledge of data service bus in cloud computing, distributed real-time data storage and adaptive decision support, etc., this paper established a prototype system of dynamic frequency assignment based on Web Services and WSN. The real-time dynamic frequency assignment hierarchy interface aiming at the wireless network structure is shown as the following Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The process of frequency adaptive control on DOSS
4. Conclusion

Under the circumstance of significant contradiction between the lack of radio spectrum resource and the enormous demand of Wireless Sensors Networks. Study of Wireless Sensors Networks dynamic frequency assignment based on cloud computing is a new exploration to frequency assignment strategy. Using the data service bus, data memory, adaptive decision-making sertoli of cloud computing, achieving widely or large Wireless Sensors Networks distributed frequency assignment, giving a new thought for the efficient distribution of Wireless Sensors Networks.
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